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Discover 
Duraflex

As one of the UK’s leading manufacturers of 
PVCu window and door systems, with a long and 
distinguished pedigree in extrusion.

Duraflex, established in 1953, offers a formidable combination of service, 
support and product innovation. Delivering a comprehensive suite of products 
to serve all market sectors, a complete range of marketing and sales support 
tools - all backed by a dedicated team, who are time-served industry experts.
 
In 2004, Duraflex opened a purposed built extrusion facility with an impressive 
245,000 sq/ft in Gloucestershire, from which it has built an enviable reputation 
for quality, service, and as a proven partner to its long-standing customer base, 
ranging from industry start-ups to the UK’s leading fabricators.
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This guide has been designed 
to provide you with a 
comprehensive overview 
of our product, service and 
support offering and how 
Duraflex could be the right 
partner for your business.

The Duraflex Complete Guide

Duraflex offer one of the most complete PVCu window 
and door systems on the market, meticulously 
designed and tested to meet the exacting demands of 
today’s fabricators, installers and end users alike.  
With over 60 years industry experience, we have 
built a reputation for quality and customer excellence 
across all areas of the business.

All of our products are listed in the 
BIM Library and can be found either on 
our website www.duraflex.co.uk or via 
www.bimstore.co.uk

Designed to suit any sector, from 
new build and private, to social and 
commercial, the iconic Diamond Suite 
is a truly versatile system, providing 

fabricators’ with the ability to 
manufacture virtually any window or 
door style, whilst offering complete 
system compatibility, thanks to it’s fully 
integrated design. Whether fabricating 
casement, flush, tilt and turn, the 
innovative fully reversible window, patio, 
or bi-fold door, Duraflex offer a solution 
to match your needs.

Choosing 
Duraflex
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60+ Years
Extrusion Experience

20,000
Frames Made Using 
Duraflex Every Week

Industry Leading 
Product Performance

Dedicated Technical Support

Complete Product Portfolio

Exceptional Innovation Pipeline

Discover 
Duraflex

The Duraflex Complete Guide
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Backed by over 60 years in the 
fenestration industry, Duraflex create 
the ideal environment of innovative 
product design, quality production, 
reliable logistics and a comprehensive 
customer support solution.

Staffed by a dedicated team who 
understand the specialist needs of  
the industry means Duraflex are able 
to provide customers with continually 
evolving, industry leading products  
and services to meet the exacting 
demands of the changing marketplace.

Company 
History

2008

2015

2010

2014

1953

Duraflex is formed, 
initially focussed 
on manufacturing 

Aluminium products

Q-Lon - the World’s 
best weather seal 

launched as  
standard across the  

Diamond Suite

‘Be Inspired’ range  
of marketing and 

sales support 
material introduced

Cavity Closer 
launched

New fleet of 
delivery vehicles 

commissioned  
and launched

1970

Acquired by RTZ  
and moved into  
the window and 

doors sector
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2007

2017

Achieved ISO 14001 
Environmental 

accreditation & won the 
regions Environmental 
‘Business of the Year’

Duraflex launch an 
innovative Flush 

Casement Window

FIT Show sees the 
unveiling of a dedicated 

Aluminium and PVCu 
Bi-fold Door system

1990

Developed  
dedicated  

PVCu extrusion  
operation

2000

2020

Duraflex launched 
a new Patio and 

integrated 70mm and 
Featured System

Duraflex 
launches the new 

eZee Bead

‘Home Creations’ Range 
of marketing and sales 

support materials 
introduced

1980

Duraflex  
invested in a  

PVCu fabrication 
plant from Glostal

2004

2018

Duraflex becomes a 
Limited company and 

is acquired by the 
MASCO Corporation

New Fully  
Reversible Window 

launched

Flush Residential 
and Double Doors 

Launched

1995

Acquired by  
Caradon Group  
and CDW Ltd  
was formed

1997

Our iconic 
Diamond Suite 
was launched

1999

2021

Duraflex launch the new 
AOV window, cavity 

closer, and foil offering 
with additional substrates

New Build Relaunch

Fully Reversible Relaunch 
to wider customer base

Acquired by 
Latium Group
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For complete peace of mind and to demonstrate the advanced performance of the 
Diamond Suite, each and every Duraflex product undergoes rigorous testing to 
ensure they meet the highest standards and are fully compliant.

Testing Programme
Meticulously designed and manufactured 
to meet the specific demands of 
architects, specifiers, fabricators and 
installers; Duraflex have an ethos of 
investing in design, product development 
and continuous improvement. 

For total peace of mind every product 
undergoes a rigorous testing programme 
to ensure it meets the latest regulatory 
standards; including all products within 
the suite achieving PAS 24 and BS 6375 
security and weather performance.

Security
When fabricated and installed to a 
Duraflex Approved specification, the 
Diamond Suite is able to achieve market 
leading security performance, including 
PAS 24 Enhanced Security and Secured 
by Design. 

Weather Performance
Built to endure the most extreme 
weather conditions that the UK has to 
offer, our window and door systems have 
been successfully tested to achieve BS 
6375 Severe Weather Performance.

You are advised to seek guidance from 
the Duraflex Technical Department for 
specific data regarding min/max sizes, 
strength, wind loading calculations etc.  

Thermal Performance
We are committed to designing and 
developing sustainable products that 
help protect our environment and 
deliver outstanding energy and thermal 
efficiency.

The multi chamber design of our 
profile delivers exceptional thermal 
performance across our window and 
door systems; enabling the Diamond 
Suite to achieve A++WER as certified 
by the British Fenestration Ratings 
Council (BFRC), and U-Values as low as 
0.8 when used in conjunction with high 
performance glass units. 

Q-Lon Weatherseal
The world’s best weatherseal gasket, 
Q-lon is supplied in all Duraflex profile 
- as standard. Delivering exceptional 
compression recovery of 99%, the best 
acoustic and thermal performance, and a 
lifetime guarantee - as standard.

Fabrication
All main profiles are of multi-chambered 
construction for ultimate performance. 
The Diamond Suite is fully welded, 
however a number of our products may 
also be mechanically jointed. All products 
must be fabricated in strict accordance 
with Duraflex technical manuals. 

Hardware
Duraflex window and door systems have 
been designed to be compatible with a 
wide range of hardware, with a particular 
focus on safety, security and aesthetics. 

Glass and Glazing
With various glazing options available, 
our window and door systems can be 
supplied with Double or Triple glazed 
glass units, depending on the thermal and 
acoustic requirements. 

Reinforcement
Where a given project demands 
enhanced structural strength, steel or 
aluminium reinforcement sections can be 
incorporated (fully enclosed) within the 
Diamond Suite profile.

Product Performance
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To demonstrate the quality, performance and compliance of our products, we are 
committed to an ongoing product testing and accreditation programme. Duraflex 
are proud to hold the following standards and awards:

Quality Standards

Description

Assessment report number 21/5896.  
The Duraflex cavity closer system for use 

as a cavity closer and window or 
door acceptor and to form and opening in 
masonry cavity walls during construction.

Specification for white PVCu extruded  
hollow profiles with heat welded corner joints for 

plastic windows. Duraflex 65mm & 70mm Diamond 
Suite Window system.

Specification for enhanced security  
performance of windows for domestic applications. 

Duraflex 65mm & 70mm  
casement, tilt & turn and Flush.

Windows and doors thermally simulated and achieve 
a range of energy ratings from A to E. Duraflex 

Diamond system also achieves “U” values from the 
current building regulations down to a value of  

0.8W/m²k.

Specification for enhanced security  
performance of domestic residential

doorsets and Bi Fold.

BSI Registered.
Quality Management System. 

BSENISO 9001:2015.

Specification for enhanced security  
performance for Aluminium Bi Fold.

BSI Registered.
Environmental Management System. 

BSENISO 14001:2015.

Secured by Design
Police Initiative.

BSI Registered.
Occupational Health and Safety. 

BSENISO 18001:2007.

BPF Windows Group provide codes of 
practice, guidelines & recommendations for 

windows, doors & conservatories.

 
 British Plastics Federation 

EMS 738873

CERTIFIED

FM 738875

OHS 738874

Certificate No. 21/5896

21/5896

BS EN 12608:2016 
KM 738048

BS EN12608:2016 
PAS 24:2016 
KM 738047

BS EN12608:2016 
PAS 24:2016 
KM 738049

BS 4873:2016 
PAS 24:2016 
KM 738050
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The Duraflex Diamond Suite is the result of extensive 
R&D, product innovation, technological advances and 
an unwavering commitment for quality and continuous 
improvement. The resulting offering delivers a complete 
suite of products that enables virtually any style of 
window or door to be manufactured and installed.

Our profile is manufactured in either the traditional bevelled (putty line) frame and 
bead system, or the defined featured system, with options available in a wide choice 
of colour and finish options, ensuring a wide range of aesthetics can be achieved to 
suit any application.

Duraflex supply all profile with pre-inserted Q-Lon weather seal, as standard. 
Consistently regarded as the world’s best gasket, thanks to its performance across a 
wide temperature range, its thermal, acoustic and recovery properties, all of which are 
backed by a lifetime guarantee.

The introduction of our advanced multi-chambered profile has further increased the 
thermal efficiency of the Diamond Suite, allowing band A++ to be achieved and a 
U-value as low as 0.8.

To compliment our window and door systems and to ensure that Duraflex projects 
are seamlessly suited, we also offer an extensive range of ancillaries, including 
sills, trims, structural couplings, adaptors and an exquisite new Georgian Bar range.

The 70mm 
Diamond Suite

In a competitive 
market you need a 
supplier who you 
can rely on
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 Fully Integrated 
Featured & Bevelled System

Flush Fitting Sash

 Georgian Bar Collection

  Innovative Fully 
Reversible Window

Enhanced Thermal Efficiency and no Reinforcement Required

The World’s Best Gasket with Lifetime Guarantee

Multi-chambered Profile

 Q-Lon Weatherseal Gasket

Bespoke Aluminium & 
PVCu Bi-fold Door – 
Secured by Design & 
Part Q as Standard

Comprehensive Colour Collection

Industry Leading Performance 
‘Outstanding Weather Performance’ and PAS24 

The Diamond Suite
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The Building Regulations are minimum standards 
for design, construction and alternations to virtually 
every building. These regulations are made under 
powers provided in the Building Act 1984 and apply 
to England and Wales. They exist to ensure the health 
and safety of people in and around buildings and 
provide energy conservation as well as ensuring 
appropriate facilities for disabled people.

The Building Regulations 2010 cover the construction and extension of buildings and 
are supported by Approved Documents, which set out detailed practical guidance on 
compliance. All Duraflex products have been designed to be fully compliant with the 
latest Building Regulations in relation to our window and door systems.*

* The Building Regulations are revised in-line with the Government’s commitment to reduce C02 emissions and 
are subject to change; to ensure that you have the most accurate information regarding current legislation, we 
recommend that you refer to the current version at all times. All of the latest ‘Approved Documents’ can be 
found and downloaded for free on the Planning Portal website at: www.planningportal.gov.uk 

Building Regulations
Compliance
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All Duraflex 
products have 
been designed 
to be fully 
compliant with 
the latest Building 
Regulations in 
relation to our 
window and 
door systems.
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Window Energy Ratings (WER) provide information 
about the energy efficiency and thermal performance 
of windows. Thermal performance ratings are 
calculated by our in-house approved simulator and 
verified by the BFRC; the ratings scale goes from A++ to 
E, with ‘A++’ being the most efficient, and ‘E’ the least. 
The latest Building Regulations require all new homes 
to have windows with a minimum ‘C’ WER rating.

During the rating process the energy efficiency level is calculated and verified by 
BFRC, which is totally independent from any manufacturing or installing company. 
Manufacturers of BFRC rated product and BFRC Authorised Installers are audited to 
ensure that their energy efficient windows are achieving the stated rating. The BFRC 
energy ratings allow you to compare varying window products and choose the most 
suitable for your application.

In line with governments desire to reduce CO² emissions, building regulations require 
tightening of building thermal efficiency including windows and doors. The Duraflex 
Diamond suite is able to meet the highest Window Energy Ratings, offering A++ rated 
energy efficient window systems that allow you to deliver sustainable and highly 
thermally efficient products to your customers. The Diamond Suite delivers market-
leading A++ rated windows, with U-values as low as 0.8 and WER of A++, certified by 
the British Fenestration Ratings Council (BFRC). 

Duraflex’s highly experienced Technical Support Team includes a dedicated in-
house BFRC Approved Simulator, qualified to calculate U-vales and Window Energy 
Ratings, dedicated to supporting customers with their respective thermal calculation 
requirements and to advise on regulatory compliance.

A++
Certified by the British 
Fenestration Ratings Council

Energy Efficient 
Products
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The issue of environmental change is one that affects 
us all, from global warming to conservation to energy 
consumption, and the ways in which we can help to 
lessen the impact are endless.

By minimising the impact of our 
activities, Duraflex can help to develop 
a process which constantly evolves with 
the changes in our world.

Duraflex commitment to recycling
From our drive to be more 
environmentally friendly and reduce 
scrap, Duraflex have introduced a 
number of initiatives to reduce the 
amount of waste created during the 
extrusion process.

The installation of technical resources 
has made a significant improvement 
to the amount of scrap sent off-site 
for recycling. By removal of the co-
extruded gasket from a profile section, 
the remainder of the section can be 
re-processed internally.

Duraflex commitment to sustainability
There are processes a company can 
implement to help the environment, 
but these are of little use without 
proof or the results or without 
independent monitoring.

Duraflex took the decision to submit 
their ‘continuous improvement’ 
processes under the widely recognised 
ISO 14001 Environment Management 
System. ISO 14001 requires a company 
to work within a stringent framework 
of procedures and processes which 
ultimately have a positive effect on 
both the company in question and the 
environment as a whole.

Duraflex successfully obtained 
registration to ISO 14001 during 2007 
by identifying and acting upon aspects 
within the business that did (or could) 
affect the environment. They then 
formulated plans to eradicate or at least 
reduce any future impact.

The system is independently monitored 
every six months by BSI with new 
suggestions and processes being 
implemented continually.

Our environmental policy commits us to 
ongoing improvements that will help us to 
reduce carbon emissions from transport 
and energy use, improve energy efficiency 
in our business and offer more energy-
efficient products to our customers, as well 
as further reducing waste and promoting 
recycling in all areas of our business.

All our profile is 100% lead free, with 
Duraflex being one of the first UK systems 
houses to eliminate Cadmium from our 
PVCu formulations and phasing out the 
use of lead based stabilisers. 

In addition, all Duraflex laminated 
products are manufactured in accordance 
with European Legislation and are 
produced using an eco-friendly primer 
system.

Environmental 
Sustainability
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As a responsible manufacturer, Duraflex seeks excellence in every aspect of 
business and, being conscious of the world we live in, we aim to set the same 
standards in our commitment to the environment. We accept our responsibilities 
and recognise our obligation to reduce our impact on the environment; in fact, 
Duraflex has been recycling its own profile waste and off-cuts for many years and 
were one of the first UK systems houses to eliminate all lead from our profile.

PVCu is widely recognised as a highly sustainable material, and 
unlike true single-use plastic, PVCu for use in window and door 
systems have an average lifespan of 35 years. Furthermore, 
it can be recycled up to 10 times for future use, giving a PVCu 
window a typical lifespan of over 350 years, thus justifying its’ 
sustainability credentials as a truly environmentally friendly 
building material.

As an ISO 14001 Environmental Management System 
accredited company, Duraflex continually seeks to develop 
and enhance our environmental performance and minimise 
our carbon footprint. Areas of focus include low emission 
transport and fuel efficiency, improving energy consumption 
within our business, designing more energy efficient products, 
as well as reducing waste and promoting recycling throughout 
our organisation. 

In-line with the Duraflex environmental policy, the majority 
of our scrap is recycled, with very little (less than 1%) non-
recoverable scrap being sent off-site for recycling in other 
non critical applications (pipes, conduit, furniture etc). 
Duraflex recycled almost 100% of its production waste, thus 
significantly reducing the amount of waste going to landfill.

Our dedicated closed-loop recycling process includes us 
collecting PVCu waste from our fabricators, after which time the 
waste is re-ground before being formulated into new products. 

We are one of only a few extrusion companies that recycle only 
Duraflex PVCu frames, offcuts and scrap, ensuring that no post-
consumer waste has contaminated our material and enabling 
us to uphold quality standards and the structural integrity and 
performance of our products.

Recycling PVCu
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Features

Frame Offering

‹  Choice of 4 outer frame heights, 
46mm, 58mm, 68mm and 85mm

‹  Choice of 3 transom width - 63mm, 
72mm and 86mm

‹  5 chamber outer frame and sash 
options

‹  All sections available featured and 
bevelled

‹  Available fully welded or 
mechanically jointed

‹  Rebated and flush sash options.

Weatherseals

‹  High performance Q-Lon gasket 
supplied in all mainframe sections with 
a manufacturer lifetime guarantee.

Thermal and Steel Reinforcing

‹  Galvanised steel range to suit 
topography requirements

‹  Aluminium range for mechanical joint 
requirements

‹  All reinforcements are designed to 
achieve required security and weathering 
requirements, where required.

Finishes

‹  Signature white on non lead PVCu

‹  Range of solid colour and woodgrain 
foils.

Glazing

‹  Choice of 4 glazing thicknesses -  
24mm or 28mm for double glazed 
units. 36mm or 44mm for triple glazed

‹  Georgian bars in 20mm, 28mm and 
50mm Dummy Transom widths

‹  eZee bead options for 28mm 
and 36mm.

Ancillaries

‹  Comprehensive range of add-ons, 
couplers, corner posts, bay poles 
available to suit any installation

‹  Mock horns available, mechanically 
jointed for traditional aesthetics.

Hardware

‹  Full depth eurogroove, accepts a 
comprehensive range of espagnolette 
and shootbolts

‹  Positioned to the inside of the sash 
allowing for night vent locking if 
required

‹  Secured by Design and Part Q 
specification available.

Ventilation

‹  Proprietary ventilation devices can be 
used on all designs

‹  A range of head details available 
including large outer frame, head 
extension and dedicated one piece 
head vent (see cavity closer for 
further details).

Thermal Performance

‹  A range of A++ to C and 0.8 to 1.6 
‘U’ value performance are achievable 
with the Duraflex Diamond Suite. See 
separate energy performance data 
sheet for details.

70mm Casement Window

20

Tested to BS 6375-1:2015

Air Permeability Water Tightness Wind Resistance

Class 4 600Pa Class E 1050Pa Class BE 2400Pa



Performance

Security

‹  Range of hardware available with varying degrees of 
security, up to enhanced security and Secured by Design 
(SBD) status

‹  Glass clips for externally glazed windows also available to 
adhere to SBD.

Thermal

1st October 2010 saw the minimum thermal requirement for 
domestic replacement windows set at a minimum WER of ‘C’ 
or a minimum ‘U’ value of 1.6 W/m²K.

A very large number of simulations have been carried out by 
‘approved’ simulators at Duraflex providing a comprehensive 
range of WER’s (Window Energy Ratings) for A++, A+, A, B 
and C ratings and ‘U’ values as low as 0.8W/m²K using the 
‘standard’ European window style and size.

Acoustic

Acoustic testing has been carried out at Exova using 
standard sealed units and those comprising laminated 
glass, a maximum reduction of 41dB Rw was achieved. In 
addition testing has been carried out on windows fitted with 
ventilators in both open and shut situations and our Q-Lon 
seal enhances acoustic performance.

General Features

‹  Q-Lon - 99% compression recovery, high performance 
acoustic and weather sealing properties with lifetime 
guarantee. Operates perfectly in temperatures ranging 
from -20ºC to 70ºC

‹  Lead Free - environmentally friendly, calcium organic lead 
free formulation

‹  Finishes - comprehensive range of natural wood and solid 
colour foils

‹  Structural - comprehensive range of coupling sections to suit 
various applications

‹  Glazing Options - internal and external

‹  Featured and Bevelled.
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70mm Tilt & Turn Window
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Features

Frame Offering

‹  Choice of outer frame - 68mm and 85mm height

‹  Choice of 3 transom widths - 63mm, 72mm and 86mm

‹  Dedicated 65mm sash

‹  All sections available featured and bevelled

‹  Available fully welded or mechanically jointed.

Weatherseals

‹  High performance Q-Lon gasket supplied in all mainframe 
sections with a manufacturer lifetime guarantee.

Thermal and Steel Reinforcing

‹  Galvanised steel range to suit topography requirements

‹  Aluminium range for mechanical joint requirements

‹  Range of thermal reinforcements (with strip steel) for 
higher ‘U’ value and ERP requirements

‹  All reinforcements are designed to achieve required 
security and weathering requirements, where required.

Finishes

‹  Signature white

‹  Range of solid colour and woodgrain foils.

Glazing

‹  Choice of 4 glazing thicknesses - 24mm or 28mm for double 
glazed units. 36mm or 44mm for triple glazed

‹  Georgian bars in 20mm, 28mm and 50mm Dummy Transom 
widths.

Ancillaries

‹  Comprehensive range of add-ons, couplers, corner posts, 
bay poles available to suit any installation.

Hardware

‹  Full depth eurogroove positioned centrally, accepts a wide 
range of perimeter locking and concealed hardware

‹  Secured by Design and Part Q specification available.

Ventilation

‹  Proprietary ventilation devices can be used on all designs

‹  A range of ventilation options available including large 
outer frame, head extension and dedicated one piece head 
vent (see cavity closer for further details).

Thermal Performance

‹  A range of A++ to C and 0.8 to 1.6 ‘U’ value performance 
are achievable with the Duraflex Diamond Suite. See 
separate energy performance data sheet for details.

Tested to BS 6375-1:2015

Air Permeability Water Tightness Wind Resistance

Class 4 600Pa Class 9A 600Pa Class A3 2400Pa
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Performance

Security

‹  A wide range of hardware options available

‹  Concealed and perimeter locking options

‹  Enhanced security, Secured by Design hardware also available.

Thermal

‹  A large number of simulations have been carried 
out by ‘approved’ simulators at Duraflex providing a 
comprehensive range of WER’s (Window Energy Ratings) 
for A++, A+, A, B and C ratings and ‘U’ values to  
0.8 - 1.6W/m²k using standard readily available 
components, lower ‘U’ values are available with the use of 
special glass combinations.

General Features

‹  Q-Lon - 99% compression recovery, high performance 
acoustic and weather sealing properties with lifetime 
guarantee. Operates perfectly in temperatures ranging 
from -20ºC to 70ºC

‹  Lead Free - environmentally friendly, calcium organic lead 
free formulation

‹  Finishes - comprehensive range of natural wood and solid 
colour foils

‹  Structural - comprehensive range of coupling sections to suit 
various applications

‹  Featured and Bevelled.
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7522 - Large Frame

6571 - Tilt /Turn Sash

5863 - 28mm Bead

6530 -  63mm ‘T’ Trans 
/ Mull

5863 - 28mm Bead

5863 - 28mm Bead

6571 - Tilt / Turn Sash

7522 -  Large Outer 
Frame

3640 - Sill



70mm Flush Window
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Features

Frame Offering

‹  Choice of 4 outer frame heights, 
46mm, 58mm, 68mm and 85mm

‹  Choice of 3 transom width - 63mm, 
72mm and 86mm

‹  5 chamber outer frame options

‹  All sections available featured and 
bevelled

‹  Available fully welded or 
mechanically jointed.

Flush Sash

‹  Flush sash to accept 24mm to 36mm 
glazing

‹  Eurogroove position to allow night 
vent facility

‹  Full depth eurogroove

‹  Optional central seal

‹  Mechanical and welded sash options

‹  Dedicated ‘easy fit’ Georgian bar system; 
available in 20mm, 28mm and 50mm 
Dummy Transom options.

Weatherseals

‹  High performance Q-Lon gasket 
supplied in all mainframe sections with 
a manufacturer lifetime guarantee.

Thermal and Steel Reinforcing

‹  Range of thermal reinforcements for 
higher ‘U’ value and ERP requirements

‹  Galvanised steel range to suit 
topography requirements

‹  Aluminium range for mechanical joint 
requirements

‹  All reinforcements are designed to 
achieve required security and weathering 
requirements, where required.

Glazing

‹  Choice of 4 glazing thicknesses -  
24mm or 28mm for double glazed 
units. 36mm or 44mm for triple glazed

‹  Georgian bars in 20mm, 28mm and 
50mm Dummy Transom widths.

Ancillaries

‹  Comprehensive range of add-ons, 
couplers, corner posts, bay poles 
available to suit any installation.

Hardware

‹  Full depth eurogroove, accepts a 
comprehensive range of espagnolette 
and shootbolts

‹  Positioned to the inside of the sash 
allowing for night vent locking if required

‹  Secured by Design and Part Q 
specification available.

Ventilation

‹  Proprietary ventilation devices can be 
used on all designs

‹  A range of head details available 
including large outer frame, head 
extension and dedicated one piece 
head vent (see cavity closer for 
further details).

Thermal Performance

‹  A range of A++ to C and 0.8 to 1.6 
‘U’ value performance are achievable 
with the Duraflex Diamond Suite. See 
separate energy performance data 
sheet for details.

Tested to BS 6375-1:2015

Air Permeability Water Tightness Wind Resistance

Class 4 600Pa Class E 1050Pa Class A5 2000Pa
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Performance

Security

‹  Range of hardware available with varying degrees of security, 
up to enhanced security and Secured by Design status

‹  Glass clips for externally glazed windows also available to 
adhere SBD.

Thermal

1st October 2010 saw the minimum thermal requirement for 
domestic replacement windows set at a minimum WER of ‘C’ 
or a minimum ‘U’ value of 1.6 W/m²K.

A very large number of simulations have been carried out by 
‘approved’ simulators at Duraflex providing a comprehensive 
range of WER’s (Window Energy Ratings) for A++, A+, A, B 
and C ratings and ‘U’ values as low as 0.8W/m²K using the 
‘standard’ European window style and size.

General Features

‹  Q-Lon - 99% compression recovery, high performance acoustic 
and weather sealing properties with lifetime guarantee. 
Operates perfectly in temperatures ranging from -20ºC to 70ºC

‹  Lead Free - environmentally friendly, calcium organic lead 
free formulation

‹  Finishes - comprehensive range of natural wood and solid 
colour foils

‹  Structural - comprehensive range of coupling sections to suit 
various applications. 
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7521 -  Intermediate 
Frame

6569 - Flush Sash

3261 - Q-Lon

3264 - Woolpile
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Frame
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70mm Fully Reversible Window
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Features

Frame Offering

‹  Dedicated outer frame height of 68mm

‹  Transom width of 86mm 
T - Reversible next to reversible, 
Z- Reversible over fixed light

‹  Dedicated flush sash section for all openers

‹  Frames available in featured

‹  eZee Bead glazing.

Weather seals

‹  High performance Q-Lon gasket supplied in all mainframe 
sections with a manufacturer lifetime guaranty

‹  Fitted with an external weather seal as standard.

Reinforcing

‹  Aluminium range to suit requirements

‹  All reinforcements are designed to achieve required 
security and weathering specifications.

Finishes

‹  Signature white

‹  Range of solid colour and woodgrain foils.

Glazing

‹  Choice of 2 glazing thicknesses - 28mm for double glazed 
units. 36mm for triple glazed

‹  Astragal bars in 20mm and 28mm widths.

Ancillaries

‹  Comprehensive range of add-ons, couplers, corner posts, 
bay poles available to suit any installation.

Maximum Sizes

‹  The minimum/maximum sizes are based on the capability of 
the gearing and weather testing results are based on a single 
reversible window. 
 
- Minimum width = 433mm 
- Minimum height = 650mm 
 
- Maximum width = 1500mm 
- Maximum height = 1800mm

Hardware

‹  Dedicated multi-point lock which can achieve Secured by 
Design. Bespoke hinges to suit size and length

‹  Including anti-slam device for added safety.

Ventilation

‹  Proprietary ventilation devices can be used on all designs

‹  A range of head details available including head extension 
and dedicated one piece head vent

‹  Trickle ventilation can be fitted either through the head of 
the frame or into the overhead vent (9107)

‹  Three restrictor settings for ventilation and security.

Our fully reversible window is designed to be manufactured with casement, tilt & 
turn and side light combinations, making it the most versatile system on the market.

Tested to BS 6375-1:2015

Air Permeability Water Tightness Wind Resistance

Class 4 600Pa Class 9A 600Pa Class BE 2400Pa
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Performance

Security

‹  Secured by Design can be achieved by using multi-point 
lock and hinges to suit required level of security

‹  Comprehensive range of bespoke reversible hinges to all 
sash sizes.

Thermal

1st October 2010 saw the minimum thermal requirement for 
domestic replacement windows set at a minimum WER of 
‘C’ or a minimum ‘U’ value of 1.6 W/m²K, doors in a similar 
situation are required to meet a minimum ‘U’ value of 0.8 - 
1.6 W/m²K (1.6 W/m²K in Scotland).

A very large number of simulations have been carried out by 
‘approved’ simulators at Duraflex providing a comprehensive 
range of WER’s (Window Energy Ratings) for A++, A+, A, B 
and C ratings and ‘U’ values as low as 0.8W/m²K using the 
‘standard’ European window style and size.

General Features

‹  Q-Lon - 99% compression recovery, high performance 
acoustic and weather sealing properties with lifetime 
guarantee. Operates perfectly in temperatures ranging 
from -20ºC to 70ºC

‹  Lead Free - environmentally friendly, calcium organic lead 
free formulation 

‹  Finishes - comprehensive range of natural wood and solid 
colour foils

‹  Structural - comprehensive range of coupling sections to suit 
various applications. 
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Aluminium Smoke AOV Window
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Features

‹  UKWDG has been audited and accredited by SE Controls to 
manufacture the ‘Smoke’ AOV Aluminium Window

‹  SE Controls have been manufacturing and fitting high 
Quality Actuators and control systems for over 35 years

‹  UKWDG Aluminium AOV Windows are suitable for all 
sectors; Residential, commercial, health, education, 
infrastructure and retail

‹  UKWDG will fit the Actuator to the Aluminium AOV window 
as a standard offering

‹   UKWDG will also fit restrictor to enhance safety

‹  UKWDG AOV Aluminium window and Actuator have been 
thoroughly tested to comply with EN12101-2

‹  Window comes with a 10 year warranty

‹  Once installed and tested by an approved SE Controls 
contractor/partner, SE Controls will issue declaration of 
performance, taking full responsibility for placing the 
Smoke vent onto the market

‹  The AOV Aluminium Window is a fully accredited profile 
system supplied by Duraflex

‹  Geometric free area calculation created per window to 
ensure your compliance

‹  Anti-slam mechanism for added safety

‹  Flush Sash to enhance aesthetics

4 Standard Colour Options

The latest in smoke safety in windows, the Automatic Opening Ventilation window 
helps to clear lobbies, landings and corridors in the event of a fire. These windows 
are fitted with a smart actuator from SE Controls which allows for quick and 
automatic responsiveness to a fire, allowing for occupants to evacuate the building.

Dark Grey
7016

White
9016

Black on 
White

7016 Dark Grey  
on White
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The SECO Ni 24 40 is a certified and compliant Chain Actuator designed to provide 
precise and reliable operation for Smoke Ventilation applications.
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Max Sizes (Max weight 100kg per sash)

Width (mm) Height (mm)

Top Hung 1500 1200

Bottom Hung 1500 1200

Side Hung 1300 2400

Bottom HungTop Hung Side Hung

3133 -  Outer Frame

3134 - Sash

3151 - 28mm Bead

3151 - 28mm Bead

3134 - Sash

3133 -  Outer Frame



70mm Residential Door
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Features

Frame Offering

‹  68mm standard outer frame with an 
85mm option

‹  A choice of 36mm, 46mm, 58mm and 
68mm low PVCu threshold

‹  Choice of 3 transom widths - 63mm, 
72mm and 86mm and 116mm midrail

‹  Choice of open in and open out sashes

‹  Available fully featured or bevelled

‹  Available fully welded or mechanically 
jointed transoms/midrails

‹  Choice of 2 aluminium low thresholds, 
disability at 15mm high and refurb 
with access ramps at 24mm high.

Weatherseals

‹  High performance Q-Lon gasket 
supplied in all mainframe sections with 
a manufacturer lifetime guarantee.

Reinforcing

‹  Galvanised steel range to suit 
topography requirements

‹  Galvanised steel lock prep steel

‹  Aluminium range for mechanical joints

‹  All reinforcements are designed 
to achieve required security and 
weathering requirements.

Glazing

‹  Choice of 4 glazing thicknesses -  
24mm or 28mm for double glazed 
units. 36mm or 44mm for triple glazed

‹  Georgian bars in 20mm and 28mm 
widths.

Ancillaries

‹  Comprehensive range of add-ons, 
couplers, corner posts, bay poles 
available to suit any installation.

Hardware

‹  Fully depth eurogroove, accept 
comprehensive range of multi-point 
locks

‹  Compatible with a wide range of 
knuckle, rebate and flag hinges

‹  Secured by Design and Part Q 
specification available.

Ventilation

‹  Proprietary ventilation devices can be 
used on all designs

‹  A range of head details available 
including large outer frame, head 
extension and dedicated one piece 
head vent (see cavity closer for 
further details).

Tested to BS 6375-1:2015

Air Permeability Water Tightness Wind Resistance

Class 3 600Pa Class 7A 300Pa Class C3 1200Pa
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Performance

Security

‹  Choice of multi-point high security locks along with pencil, 
rebate and flag hinge options

‹  Available to achieve Secured by Design status.

Thermal

‹  A number of simulations have been carried out by 
‘approved’ simulators at Duraflex providing a range of 
DER’s for Doors following the introduction of doors to the 
Energy scheme in December 2011

‹  ‘U’ value simulations have been carried out to ensure the 
latest Building Regulations requiring a minimum ‘U’ value 
of 1.8 W/m²K (1.6 W/m²K in Scotland) are met. Further 
detailed simulations are being carried out and added to our 
already comprehensive portfolio.

Acoustic

Acoustic testing has been carried out at Exova using standard 
sealed units and those comprising laminated glass, a maximum 
reduction of 37dB Rw was achieved.

General Features

‹  Q-Lon - 99% compression recovery, high performance 
acoustic and weather sealing properties with lifetime 
guarantee. Operates perfectly in temperatures ranging 
from -20ºC to 70ºC

‹  Lead Free - environmentally friendly, calcium organic lead 
free formulation

‹  Finishes - comprehensive range of natural wood and solid 
colour foils

‹  Structural - comprehensive range of coupling sections to suit 
various applications

‹  Featured and Bevelled

15mm Low Threshold 36mm Low Threshold
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Composite Door Frame
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Features

Frame Offering

‹  Dedicated composite door outer frame height of 68mm 
with matching sidelight frame and 38mm PVCu low 
threshold frame

‹  88mm mullion for integrated side and top light options

‹  Choice of 3 sidelight transom/midrail widths of 72mm, 
86mm and 116mm

‹  Aluminium disability low threshold with centre flipper seal

‹  All sections available fully featured.

Weatherseals

‹  Outer frames incorporate a triple sealing system which 
includes the Q-Lon flipper gasket for improved compression 
and weathering

‹  Aluminium low threshold incorporating double sealing system.

Reinforcement

‹  Dedicated galvanised steel and aluminium reinforcements.

Finishes

‹  Available in both standard white and brilliant white

‹  Framing predominantly white, for use with solid coloured 
slabs. Available in woodgrain finishes to match woodgrain 
effect door slabs.

Glazing

‹  Fixed lights can be glazed with 24mm, 28mm and 36mm 
unit widths, dedicated beads for glazing 44m slabs

‹  Side panel glazing up to 44mm.

Ancillaries

‹  A comprehensive range of ancillaries, including add-ons, 
corner posts and couplers.

Hardware

‹  Designed to accept multi-point locks and various hinge 
types to achieved desired security levels

‹  Handles, hinges and letterplates available in white, black, 
gold and chrome

‹  Secured by Design and Part Q specification available.

Ventilation

‹  Proprietary ventilation devices can be used on all designs

‹  A range of head details available including head extensions 
and one piece head vent with facility of recessed outer grill.
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Performance

Security

‹  Multi-point high security locks available with hook and 
deadbolt locking to achieve Secured by Design status.

Thermal

‹  A number of simulations have been carried out by 
‘approved’ simulators at Duraflex providing a range of DER’s 
for Doors following the introduction of doors to the Energy 
scheme in December 2011

‹  ‘U’ value simulations of 0.9 W/m²K have been achieved 
to ensure Building Regulations are met. Further detailed 
simulations are being carried out and added to our  
already comprehensive portfolio.

General Features

‹  Q-Lon - 99% compression recovery, high performance 
acoustic and weather sealing properties with lifetime 
guarantee. Operates perfectly in temperatures ranging 
from -20ºC to 70ºC

‹  Lead Free - environmentally friendly, calcium organic lead 
free formulation 

‹  Finishes - comprehensive range of natural wood and solid 
colour foils

‹  Structural - comprehensive range of coupling sections to suit 
various applications

‹  Mechanical Corner Joint - for Aluminium threshold.
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Patio Door
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Features

Frame Offering

‹  Dedicated outerframe height of 46mm

‹  Sash heights of 95mm

‹  Aluminium low threshold sill height of 27 mm

‹  Dedicated midrail accepts letterboxes

‹  All sections available featured and bevelled.

Weatherseals

‹  Range of fin-woolpile seal and Q-Lon gasket to all glazing 
beads.

Reinforcing

‹  Range of aluminium and galvanised steel reinforcements.

Finishes

‹ Signature white

‹  Range of solid colour and woodgrain foils.

Glazing

‹  28mm double glazed units

‹  Georgian bars in 20mm and 28mm widths.

Ancillaries

‹  Comprehensive range of add-ons, couplers, corner posts, 
bay poles available to suit any installation.

Hardware

‹  Full depth eurogroove in sash.

Ventilation

‹  Proprietary ventilation devices can be used on all designs

‹  A range of head details available including large outer 
frame, head extension and dedicated one piece head vent 
(see cavity closer for further details).

Tested to BS 6375-1:2015

Air Permeability Water Tightness Wind Resistance

300Pa 200Pa 1200Pa
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Performance

Security

‹  Tested to achieve PAS 24:16 
and Secured by Design

‹  8 point locking system with  
full length one piece long.

Thermal

‹  A number of simulations have been carried out by 
‘approved’ simulators at Duraflex providing a range of 
DER’s for Doors following the introduction of doors to the 
Energy scheme in December 2011

‹  ‘U’ value simulations have been carried out to ensure 
the latest Building Regulations are met. Further detailed 
simulations are being carried out and added to our already 
comprehensive portfolio.

General Features

‹  Lead Free - environmentally friendly, calcium organic lead 
free formulation

‹  Finishes - comprehensive range of natural wood and solid 
colour foils

‹  Structural - comprehensive range of coupling sections to suit 
various applications

‹  Featured and Bevelled.
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3601 - Patio Outer Frame

3722 - Reinforcement

3602 - Frame Cover

P3629T -  6.9 x 7mm 
Woolpile

3685 - Security Strip

4615 - Patio Sash
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70mm French Door
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Features

Frame Offering

‹  68mm standard outer frame with an 
85mm option

‹  A choice of 36mm, 46mm, 58mm and 
68mm low PVCu threshold

‹  Choice of 3 transom widths - 63mm, 
72mm and 86mm

‹  Choice of open in and open out sashes

‹  Available fully featured or bevelled

‹  Available fully welded or mechanically 
jointed transoms/midrails

‹  Choice of 2 aluminium low thresholds, 
disability at 15mm high and refurb 
with access ramps at 24mm high

‹  Dedicated one piece double door 
adaptor.

Weatherseals

‹  High performance Q-Lon gasket 
supplied in all mainframe sections with 
a manufacturer lifetime guarantee.

Reinforcing

‹  Galvanised steel range to suit 
requirements

‹  Galvanised steel lock prep steel

‹  Aluminium range for mechanical joints

‹  All reinforcements are designed to 
achieve required security and wind 
loading requirements.

Glazing

‹  Choice of 4 glazing thicknesses -  
24mm or 28mm for double glazed 
units. 36mm or 44mm for triple glazed

‹  Astragal, Georgian bars in 20mm and 
28mm widths.

Ancillaries

‹  Comprehensive range of add-ons, 
couplers, corner posts, bay poles 
available to suit any installation.

Hardware

‹  Fully depth eurogroove, accept 
comprehensive range of multi-point locks

‹  Compatible with a range of knuckle, 
rebate and flag hinges, including slave 
locking shootbolts and fingerbolts

‹  Secured by Design and Part Q 
specification available.

Ventilation

‹  Proprietary ventilation devices can be 
used on all designs

‹  A range of head details available 
including large outer frame, head 
extension and dedicated one piece head 
vent (see cavity closer for further details).

Tested to BS 6375-1:2015

Air Permeability Water Tightness Wind Resistance

Class 2 300Pa Class 8A 450Pa Class A3 1200Pa
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Performance

Security

‹  Choice of multi-point high security 
locks along with pencil, rebate and 
flag hinge options

‹  Slave door lock options to include 
shootbolts activated by central handle 
or top and bottom finger bolts

‹  Available to achieve Secured by 
Design status.

Thermal

‹  A number of simulations have been 
carried out by ‘approved’ simulators 
at Duraflex providing a range of DER’s 
for Doors following the introduction 
of doors to the Energy scheme in 
December 2011

‹  ‘U’ value simulations have been 
carried out to ensure the revised 
Building Regulations of October 1st 
2010 requiring a minimum ‘U’ value 
of 1.8 W/m²K (1.6 W/m²K in Scotland). 
Further detailed simulations are being 
carried out and added to our already 
comprehensive portfolio.

Acoustic

Acoustic testing has been carried out 
at Exova using standard sealed units 
and those comprising laminated glass, 
a maximum reduction of 37dB Rw was 
achieved.

General Features

‹  Q-Lon - 99% compression recovery, 
high performance acoustic and 
weather sealing properties with 
lifetime guarantee. Operates 
perfectly in temperatures ranging 
from -20ºC to 70ºC

‹  Lead Free - environmentally  
friendly, calcium organic lead free 
formulation

‹  Finishes - comprehensive range of 
natural wood and solid colour foils

‹  Structural - comprehensive range 
of coupling sections to suit various 
applications

‹  Featured and Bevelled

‹  Mechanical Corner Joint -  
for Aluminium threshold.
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5863 - 28mm Bead

6566 - Open Out Door Sash

3879 - Seal Carrier, 3589 - Seal

3814 - Disability Threshold

5863 - 28mm Bead

6566 - Open Out Door Sash

3574s - Reinforcement

7518 - Ultra Low Threshold

5863 - 28mm Bead

6566 - Open Out Door Sash

3574s - Reinforcement

6535 - Floating Mullion

3071 - Floating Mullion Reinforcement



Aluminium Bi-Fold Doors
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Features

Frame Offering

‹  68mm outer frame with integrated 
track

‹  75mm sash with concealed hardware 
and gearing design.

‹  Aluminium rebate for Master  
door leaf.

‹ Slim double door coupling.

Thresholds

‹  Choice of aluminium thresholds: 
52mm and 30mm heights along with 
15mm x 160mm, 25 x 150 aluminium 
sills, and 150mm and 180mm sub-sill

‹  30mm threshold includes ramp 
options for disability access.

Weatherseals

‹  A range of woolpile and high 
performance Q-Lon gaskets to suit all 
door combinations.

Styles

‹  13 door opening sequences from 2 to 
6 panel options

‹  Maximum sash width up to 1200mm 
wide and door heights of 2420mm.

Construction

‹  Crimped or cleated frame  
and sash options.

Glazing

‹  28mm and 36mm bead options.

Hardware

‹  Master, flush, espag handles available 
plus door panel magnets

‹  Secured by Design and Part Q 
specification available.

Colour Options

‹  Black - 9005

‹  Dark Grey - 7016

‹  Slate Grey - 7015

‹  Cream - 9001

‹  White - 9016

‹  Black on White

‹  Dark Grey on White.

Thermal Performance

‹  1.4 ‘U’ value with a combination of 
double and triple glazed units.

Ventilation

‹  Proprietary ventilation devices can be 
used on all designs.

Black
9005

Dark Grey
7016

Cream
9001

Black on White

Slate Grey
7015

White
9016

7016 Dark Grey  
on White

Tested to BS 6375-1:2015

Air Permeability Water Tightness Wind Resistance

Class 2 300Pa Class 8A 300Pa Class A3 1200Pa
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Performance

Security

‹  Bi-Fold hardware is a cassette design 
system which incorporates all the 
various locking systems to suit door 
opening sequences. The cassette 
system means the locks are housed 
in aluminium extrusions for added 
strength and ease of installation

‹  Available to achieve Secured by 
Design status.

Thermal

‹  A number of simulations have been 
carried out by ‘approved’ simulators 
at Duraflex providing a range of DER’s 
for Doors following the introduction 
of doors to the Energy scheme in 
December 2011

‹  ‘U’ value simulations have been 
carried out to ensure the revised 
Building Regulations of October 1st 
2010 requiring a minimum ‘U’ value 
of 1.8 W/m²K (1.6 W/m²K in Scotland). 
Further detailed simulations are being 
carried out and added to our already 
comprehensive portfolio.

General Features

‹  Q-Lon - 99% compression recovery, 
high performance acoustic and 
weather sealing properties with 
lifetime guarantee. Operates 
perfectly in temperatures ranging 
from -20ºC to 70ºC

‹  Lock Case - concealed within sash, 
enhances glazing

‹  Frame Cover - 10mm cover all round 
enhances weather performance and 
makes installation much easier.
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3236 - ‘E’ Gasket

3151 - 28mm Bead

3134 - Sash

8506 - Flipper Q-Lon

3265 - Woolpile Carrier

3248 - 6.9 x 15mm Woolpile

3130 - Rebated Threshold

3143 - 150mm Sill



PVCu Bi-Fold Doors
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Features

Frame Offering

‹  68mm outer frame with integrated 
track

‹  85mm sash with concealed hardware 
and gearing design

‹  PVCu rebated for Master door leaf.

Thresholds

‹   Choice of aluminium thresholds: 
52mm and 30mm heights along with 
15mm x 160mm, 25 x 150 aluminium 
sills, and 150mm and 180mm sub-sill

‹  30mm threshold includes ramp 
options for disability access.

Weatherseals

‹  A range of woolpile and high 
performance Q-Lon gaskets to suit all 
door combinations.

Styles

‹  13 door opening sequences from 2 to 
6 panel options

‹  Maximum sash width up to 1200mm 
wide and door heights of 2420mm.

Construction

‹  Choice of welded and mechanical 
outer frame joints for kit fabrication

‹ Steel reinforcement.

Glazing

‹  28mm and 36mm bead options.

Ancillaries

‹  Comprehensive range of add-ons, 
couplers, corner posts, bay poles 
available to suit any installation.

Hardware

‹  Master, flush, espag handles available 
plus door panel magnets

‹  Secured by Design and Part Q 
specification available.

Colour Options

‹  Signature white on non lead PVCu

‹  Range of solid colour and woodgrain 
foils

‹  Foils supplied on appropriate coloured 
substrates.

Thermal Performance

‹  1.0 ‘U’ value with a combination of 
double and triple glazed units.

Ventilation

‹  Proprietary ventilation devices can be 
used on all designs

‹  A range of head details available 
including large outer frame, head 
extension and dedicated one piece 
head vent (see cavity closer for 
further details).

Tested to BS 6375-1:2015

Air Permeability Water Tightness Wind Resistance

Class 2 300Pa Class 8A 300Pa Class A3 800Pa
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Performance

Security

‹  Bi-Fold hardware is a cassette design 
system which incorporates all the 
various locking systems to suit door 
opening sequences. The cassette 
system means the locks are housed 
in aluminium extrusions for added 
strength and ease of installation

‹  Available to achieve Secured by 
Design status.

Thermal

‹  A number of simulations have been 
carried out by ‘approved’ simulators 
at Duraflex providing a range of DER’s 
for Doors following the introduction 
of doors to the Energy scheme in 
December 2011

‹  ‘U’ value simulations have been 
carried out to ensure the revised 
Building Regulations of October 1st 
2010 requiring a minimum ‘U’ value 
of 1.8 W/m²K (1.6 W/m²K in Scotland). 
Further detailed simulations are being 
carried out and added to our already 
comprehensive portfolio.

General Features

‹  Q-Lon - 99% compression recovery, 
high performance acoustic and 
weather sealing properties with 
lifetime guarantee. Operates 
perfectly in temperatures ranging 
from -20ºC to 70ºC

‹  Lead Free - environmentally  
friendly, calcium organic lead free 
formulation

‹  Finishes - comprehensive range of 
natural wood and solid colour foils

‹  Structural - comprehensive range 
of coupling sections to suit various 
applications

‹  Frame Cover - 10mm cover all round 
enhances weather performance and 
makes installation much easier. 
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7016 - Bi - Fold Outer Frame

3241 -  Outer Frame 
Reinforcement

3132 - Top Track

3247 - Q-Lon

8506 - Flipper Q-Lon

7550 - Bi - Fold Sash

3231 - Sash Reinforcement

5863 - 28mm Bead

5863 - 28mm Bead

7550 - Bi - Fold Sash

3231 - Sash Reinforcement

8506 - Flipper Q-Lon

3265 - Woolpile Carrier

3248 - 6.9 x 15mm Woolpile

3130 - Rebated Threshold

3143 - 150mm Sill



70mm Stable Door
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Features

Frame Offering

‹  68mm standard outer frame with an 85mm option

‹  A choice of 36mm, 46mm, 58mm and 68mm low PVCu 
threshold

‹  Choice of 3 transom widths - 63mm, 72mm and 86mm

‹  Choice of open in and open out sashes

‹  Available fully featured or bevelled

‹  Available fully welded or mechanically jointed transoms/
midrails

‹  Choice of 2 aluminium low thresholds, disability at 15mm 
high and refurb with access ramps at 24mm high.

Weatherseals

‹  High performance Q-Lon gasket supplied in all mainframe 
sections with a manufacturer lifetime guarantee.

Reinforcing

‹  Galvanised steel range to suit topography requirements

‹  Galvanised steel lock prep steel

‹  Aluminium range for mechanical joints

‹  All reinforcements are designed to achieve required 
security and weathering requirements.

Glazing

‹  Choice of 4 glazing thicknesses - 24mm or 28mm for double 
glazed units. 36mm or 44mm for triple glazed

‹  Astragal, Georgian bars in 20mm and 28mm widths.

Ancillaries

‹  Comprehensive range of add-ons, couplers, corner posts, 
bay poles available to suit any installation.

Hardware

‹  Fully depth eurogroove, accept comprehensive range of 
multi-point locks

‹  Range of rebate and flag hinges available.

Ventilation

‹  Proprietary ventilation devices can be used on all designs

‹  A range of head details available including large outer 
frame, head extension and dedicated one piece head vent 
(see cavity closer for further details).
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Performance

Security

‹  Choice of multi-point high security locks along with pencil, 
rebate and flag hinge.

Thermal

‹  A number of simulations have been carried out by 
‘approved’ simulators at Duraflex providing a range of DER’s 
for Doors following the introduction of doors to the Energy 
scheme in December 2011

‹  ‘U’ value simulations have been carried out to ensure  
the Building Regulations are met. Further detailed 
simulations are being carried out and added to our  
already comprehensive portfolio.

General Features

‹  Q-Lon - 99% compression recovery, high performance 
acoustic and weather sealing properties with lifetime 
guarantee. Operates perfectly in temperatures ranging 
from -20ºC to 70ºC

‹  Lead Free - environmentally friendly, calcium organic lead 
free formulation

‹  Finishes - comprehensive range of natural wood and solid 
colour foils

‹  Structural - comprehensive range of coupling sections to suit 
various applications. 

15mm Low Threshold 36mm Low Threshold

5863 - 28mm Bead

6566 - Open Out Door Sash

3574s - Reinforcement

7518 - Ultra Low Threshold

5863 - 28mm Bead

6566 - Open Out Door Sash

3574s - Reinforcement

3879 - Seal Carrier

3589 - Seal

3814 - Disability Threshold
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5863 - 28mm Bead

6566 - Open Out Door Sash

3574s - Reinforcement

6535 - Floating Mullion

3071 -  Floating Mullion 
Reinforcement

7522 - Large Outer Frame

3640 - 150mm Sill

7522 - Large Outer Frame



Flush Door - PVCu
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Features

Frame Offering

‹  68mm outer frame

‹  85mm sash with concealed hardware 
and gearing design

‹  PVCu rebate for Master door leaf.

Thresholds

‹  Choice of aluminium thresholds 
52mm and 30mm heights along with 
15mm x 160mm, 25 x 150 aluminium 
sills, and 150mm and 180mm sub-sill

‹  30mm threshold includes ramp 
options for disability access.

Weatherseals

‹  A range of woolpile and high 
performance Q-Lon gaskets to suit all 
door combinations.

Styles

‹  Single and French/Double-Door styles

‹  Maximum sash width up to 1200mm 
wide and door heights of 2420mm.

Construction

‹  Choice of welded and mechanical 
outerframe joints for kit fabrication

‹ Steel reinforcement.

Glazing

‹  28mm and 36mm bead options.

Ancillaries

‹  Comprehensive range of add-ons, 
couplers, corner posts, bay poles 
available to suit any installation.

Hardware

‹  Secured by Design and Part Q 
specification available.

‹  Multi-point shootbolt locking.

Ventilation

‹  Proprietary ventilation devices can be 
used on all designs

‹  A range of head details available 
including large outer frame, head 
extension and dedicated one piece 
head vent (see cavity closer for 
further details).

Performance

Security

‹  Hardware is a cassette design system 
which incorporates all the various 
locking systems to suit door opening 
sequences. The cassette system means 
the locks are housed in aluminium 
extrusions for added strength and 
ease of installation

‹  Available to achieve Secured by 
Design status.

Thermal

‹  A number of simulations have been 
carried out by ‘approved’ simulators 
at Duraflex providing a range of DER’s 
for Doors following the introduction 
of doors to the Energy scheme in 
December 2011

‹  ‘U’ value simulations have been 
carried out to ensure the revised 
Building Regulations of October 1st 
2010 requiring a minimum ‘U’ value 
of 1.8 W/m²K (1.6 W/m²K in Scotland). 
Further detailed simulations are being 
carried out and added to our already 
comprehensive portfolio.
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General Features

‹  Q-Lon - 99% compression recovery, high performance 
acoustic and weather sealing properties with lifetime 
guarantee. Operates perfectly in temperatures ranging 
from -20ºC to 70ºC

‹  Lead Free - environmentally  
friendly, calcium organic lead free formulation

‹  Finishes - comprehensive range of natural wood and solid 
colour foils

‹  Structural - comprehensive range of coupling sections to suit 
various applications

‹  Frame Cover - 10mm cover all round enhances weather 
performance and makes installation much easier.

Aluminium Flush Door

The Flush Residential and Double Door is also available in 
Aluminium. For configuration options and full specification 
details please contact Technical Support on: 08704 444663.
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7016 - Bi - Fold Outer Frame

3241 -  Outer Frame 
Reinforcement

3132 - Top Track

3247 - Q-Lon

8506 - Flipper Q-Lon

7550 - Bi - Fold Sash

3231 - Sash Reinforcement

5863 - 28mm Bead

5863 - 28mm Bead

7550 - Bi - Fold Sash

3231 - Sash Reinforcement

8506 - Flipper Q-Lon

3265 - Woolpile Carrier

3248 - 6.9 x 15mm Woolpile

3130 - Rebated Threshold

3143 - 150mm Sill

3133 - Bi - Fold Outer Frame

3132 - Top Track

3247 - Q-Lon

3134 - Sash

8506 - Flipper Q-Lon

3151 - 28mm Bead

3236 - ‘E’ Gasket

3251 - Wedge Gasket

3251 - Wedge Gasket

3236 - ‘E’ Gasket

3151 - 28mm Bead

3134 - Sash

8506 - Flipper Q-Lon

3265 - Woolpile Carrier

3248 - 6.9 x 15mm Woolpile

3130 - Rebated Threshold

3143 - 150mm Sill



Cavity Closer
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Features

Frame Offering

‹  Suitable for cavity widths of 75mm, 100mm, 125mm  
and 150mm

‹  Flat option on all widths

‹  75mm to 125mm options for check reveals

‹  A range of widths available with central upstead,  
see wall chart

‹  One piece overhead vent section with deep inner reveal to 
suit all head construction details and recessed outer grill.

Finishes

‹  100% recycled material, no finish required.

The Duraframe Cavity Closer system benefits from achieving 
BBA certification (cert ref. 21/5896). Comprehensive test 
data can be found in the certificate obtainable from either 
Duraflex or via an online search www.bbacerts.co.uk

A comprehensive range of Cavity Closers 
and an overhead vent that provides an 
accurate template during construction, 
insulates the cavity and ensures efficient 
window installation.

Duravent

75mm Cavity

100mm Cavity

125mm Cavity

Flat

Flat

Flat

9073

75

9074

75

Check Reveal

9006EP

100

9008EP

100

Check Reveal

Check Reveal

9011

125

9013

125

150mm Cavity
9010

150

9007

140

3
6
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Typical New Build Installation

Window 
Board Receiver 
Built-in

Featured 
Bead

Overhead  
Vent

Flat Bottom 
Ease of Fitting

Internally Glazed 
(Featured) 
Casement Sash

Cavity Closer

Cavity

Trickle 
Ventilation



Structural Cavity Closer
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Features & Benefits

‹  Flat and Check Reveal - best fit for brickwork opening style

‹  Structural Insert - screw retention better than wood

‹  Great screw retention - ensures doors are securely fixed

‹  Thermal structural insert - meets IP8/08 thermal performance

‹  Brick-tie groove - allows brick tie to structurally bond 
closers into the internal and external brickwork

‹  Corner moulding - creates a strong mechanical joint

‹  Mitred corner joint - stronger joint with no cold bridging

‹  Recess in centre of bottom face - prevents condensation 
tracking through to the internal brickwork

‹  Closed box design of closer - enhances structural integrity 
of the inner and outer brickwork across the cavity

‹  Rigidity of the insert and box design - enhances overall 
strength and stiffness of aperture and door fixing.

Finishes

‹  100% recycled material, no finish required.

The Duraframe Cavity Closer system benefits from achieving 
BBA certification (cert ref. 21/5896). Comprehensive test 
data can be found in the certificate obtainable from either 
Duraflex or via an online search www.bbacerts.co.uk

The structural cavity closer is designed 
to suit both composite and PVCu door 
installations. Built into the brickwork the 
insulated structural core provides a firm 
screw fixing to ensure the door remains 
securely in position.

Structural Closer

Flat

Check Reveal

9006XP

100

9008XP

100
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PVCu Door Installation

Composite Door Installation



Q-Lon Weather Seal Gasket
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There are gaskets. Then there’s Q-Lon – it has excellent compression recovery of 99%, 
giving constant height at corners for improved weathering. Furthermore, it provides 
low operating forces on gearing which in turn ensures ease of operation for the user.

Weather seal performance matters in windows, that’s why the Diamond Suite is supplied with Q-Lon pre-inserted into all sections.

Trust The World’s Best Weather Seal Gasket

‹  Operates perfectly in temperatures ranging from  
-20ºC to 70ºC with 99% memory recovery every time 

‹  Best acoustic and thermal performance across the  
widest temperature range 

‹  99% memory recovery. Retains shape year after year

‹  Low operating forces reduce wear and tear and 
gives ease of operation

‹  Leaves no rigid sprue after welding

‹  Manufacturer lifetime guarantee.
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Finishes

Foils allow you to further bespoke the look of a building and create individuality. 
Furthermore, all our foils are supplied on 100% calcium organic material and 
applied using our eco friendly process.

All foils are available in these options: Foil on the  
outside and white on the inside, foil both internally  
and externally and also white outside with foil inside, the 
choice is yours.

All Duraflex foils are available on signature white profiles 
and bevelled or featured options. 

All foiled using Eco Friendly lamination, without the use of 
hazardous solvents.

Woodgrain on white achieves the look of traditional 
hardwood frames on the outside and brilliant white frames 
on the inside.

Other colours available on request and subject to extended 
lead times. 

Coloured Substrate

With the growing demand for 
coloured windows and doors 
and to further compliment 
our foil offering, here at 
Duraflex, we are committed to 
enhancing and developing our 
coloured substrate portfolio. 

In-line with both customer 
and consumer demand, we 
have expanded our coloured substrate options, including the 
introduction of: Tan, Grey, White, and Brown.  

Agate Grey

  Light Grey Slate Grey   Black/Brown

  Irish Oak
Anthracite Grey 
Smooth

  Golden Oak Anthracite Grey  Rosewood

Signature White

  Chartwell Green

CreamWhite

PVCu Finish

Standard Foils

Special Foils



Duraflex Sill Range
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85

150

180
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125

150

180

225

3578 
Sill reinforcement 3680 

85mm Stub Sill 

3640 
150mm Drop Nose Sill

3655 
Window Board Adaptor

3823CJ = 150mm Inline Joint (shown)
3824CJ = 150mm External Corner Joint (90º)
3825CJ = 150mm Bay Joint (135º)
3826CJ = 150mm Bay Joint (150º)
3827CJ = 150mm Internal Corner Joint (90º)
Available in White & Cream, Brown, Tan

3688 = 85mm Sill End Caps
S0113,4,5 = 150mm Sill End Caps (shown)
2183 = 180mm Sill End Caps
Available in Black, Brown, Tan, White & Cream

4122CJ = 125mm Inline Joint
4125CJ = 150mm Inline Joint (shown)
4104CJ = 180mm Inline Joint
4107CJ = 225mm Inline Joint
Available in White & Cream

4121EC = 125mm Sill End Caps
4124EC = 150mm Sill End Caps (shown)
4103EC = 180mm Sill End Caps
4106EC = 225mm Sill End Caps
Available in Black, Brown, Tan 
White, Cream & Dark Grey

4130 
180mm Drop Nose Sill

3578 
Sill reinforcement 

3578 
Sill reinforcement 

3578 
Sill reinforcement 

4120 
125mm New Build Sill

4123 
150mm New Build Sill

4102 
180mm New Build Sill

4105 
225mm New Build Sill

3654 
New Build Sill Infill

3578 
Sill reinforcement 

3578 
Sill reinforcement 

3578 
Sill reinforcement 
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70mm

Diamond 70mm Ancillaries

3897 
Threshold Infil.

3646 
24.5 Ramp.

3896 
Threshold.

3645 
14.5mm Ramp.

3907RTJ 
Jointing Block.

3812 
Composite Door Corner Bracket.
Note: not included in kits.
For use with 3814 only
70mm Featured Suite Only.

3815 
Corner Bracket.
Note: not included in kits.
For use with 3814 only
70mm Featured Suite Only.

Refurb Low Threshold

Disability Low Threshold Corner Brackets (Not included in Kits)

Disability Low Threshold Disability Low Threshold Kit Part No.

3814 (G) Gold (A) Silver 
15mm Low Threshold

3879 
Seal carrier

3089 BK2000 
Threshold Infill

3589 
Bubble seal
200 mtr roll

3999 
Secondary seal

Silver Anodised 

Single open in 3701LTK - A (1mtr)

3814 Low Threshold  1 Off
3589 Bubble Seal 2 Off
3089 Threshold Infill 1 Off
3879 Seal Carrier 1 Off
No6 x 20mm Pan Head Fixing Screw 6 Off
Fitting Instructions 1 Off

Single open out 3702LTK - A (1mtr)

3814 Low Threshold  1 Off
3589 Bubble Seal 2 Off
3089 Threshold Infill 1 Off
3879 Seal Carrier 1 Off
No6 x 20mm Pan Head Fixing Screw 6 Off
Fitting Instructions 1 Off

Double open in 3703LTK - A (2mtr)

3814 Low Threshold  1 Off
3589 Bubble Seal 2 Off
3089 Threshold Infill 1 Off
3879 Seal Carrier 1 Off
No6 x 20mm Pan Head Fixing Screw 6 Off
Fitting Instructions 1 Off

Double open out 3704LTK - A (2mtr)

3814 Low Threshold  1 Off
3589 Bubble Seal 2 Off
3089 Threshold Infill 1 Off
3879 Seal Carrier 1 Off
No6 x 20mm Pan Head Fixing Screw 6 Off
Fitting Instructions 1 Off

Composite Door Open in 3707LTK - A (1mtr)

3814 Low Threshold  1 Off
3999 Secondary Seal 2 Off
3589 Bubble Seal 1 Off
No6 x 20mm Pan Head Fixing Screw 4 Off
Fitting Instructions 1 Off

Gold Anodised 

Single open in 3701LTK - G (1mtr)

3814 Low Threshold  1 Off
3589 Bubble Seal 2 Off
3089 Threshold Infill 1 Off
3879 Seal Carrier 1 Off
No6 x 20mm Pan Head Fixing Screw 6 Off
Fitting Instructions 1 Off

Single open out 3702LTK - G (1mtr)

3814 Low Threshold  1 Off
3589 Bubble Seal 2 Off
3089 Threshold Infill 1 Off
3879 Seal Carrier 1 Off
No6 x 20mm Pan Head Fixing Screw 6 Off
Fitting Instructions 1 Off

Double open in 3703LTK - G (2mtr)

3814 Low Threshold  1 Off
3589 Bubble Seal 2 Off
3089 Threshold Infill 1 Off
3879 Seal Carrier 1 Off
No6 x 20mm Pan Head Fixing Screw 6 Off
Fitting Instructions 1 Off

Double open out 3704LTK - G (2mtr)

3814 Low Threshold  1 Off
3589 Bubble Seal 2 Off
3089 Threshold Infill 1 Off
3879 Seal Carrier 1 Off
No6 x 20mm Pan Head Fixing Screw 6 Off
Fitting Instructions 1 Off

Composite Door Open in 3707LTK - G (1mtr)

3814 Low Threshold  1 Off
3999 Secondary Seal 2 Off
3589 Bubble Seal 1 Off
No6 x 20mm Pan Head Fixing Screw 4 Off
Fitting Instructions 1 Off



Diamond 70mm Ancillaries 
Frame Profiles (70mm PVC-U System)
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3637 
15mm Frame Extender
PVC-U

3088 
20mm PVC-U
Georgian Bar

3851 
Drip Bar
PVC-U

3073DDE 
-W (White) -BN (Brown) -LO (Golden Oak)
-C (Cream) -BB (Black)

Double Door End Cap
PVC-U
For Use With:
6035/6535

3071 
Screw ported Re-enforcer
For use with 3070 & 3077.

3076 
Jointing bar
For use with 3070 & 3077.
Aluminium

3737 
Kick plate
Aluminium
Gold/Silver

3833FL 
- 202mm

3736 
Tread plate
Aluminium
Gold/Silver

PO1614 
Mech’ Fixing  
Lug Aluminium

P5303 
Midrail Fixing 
Lug Aluminium

3077FWE 
French Window End Cap
PVC-U
For Use With:
6030/6530

3089 
PVC-U Hinge Bridge.
3089BK2000 (2000mm)

3693 
Coupling Bar PVC-U

3682 
Plasterboard adaptor
White only

3656 
50mm Cover Strip PVC-U

3657 
100mm Cover Strip PVC-U

3658 
150mm Cover Strip PVC-U

3078 
PVC-U Eurogroove Infill.
3078BK5000 (Black 5000mm)
3078W5000 (White 5000mm)

3901 
Finger bolt.

3902 
Finger bolt keep

3852 
Drip Bar end cap

3778 
Weather Bar
PVC-U

3903 
Run up block
Available in White or Brown.

3904 
Locking wedge
Available in White or Brown.

PO1159(White)

PO1206(Brown)

3906DHC-LO (Tan)
Drainage Cover
PVC-U

3087 
28mm PVC-U
Georgian Bar

4207 
20mm Georgian Bar

4209 
28mm Georgian Bar

4208 
50mm Dummy Transom

3636 
35mm Frame Extender
PVC-U

3891 
20mm Leg Adaptor
PVC-U

3892 
35mm Leg Adaptor
PVC-U

Frame Extensions

Stick on - Georgian Bar

Drip Bars

Miscellaneous Components

Fixing Lugs Mechanical Jointers

Cover Strips

French Door Components French Casement Components

Ancillary Mouldings

Georgian Bar 20mm/28mm/50mm

Odd leg Extensions
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3635 
Bay Corner Post PVC-U
Suitable Reinforcements:
Aluminium: 1684
Steel: 1685

3965 
Internal Cover
PVC

3967 
External Cover
PVC

3964 
Internal Cover
PVC

3963 
External Cover
PVC

2119 
Structural 
Mullion Cover
PVC-U

3795 
Featured Bay Adaptor
For Use In: 1504

3856 
Featured Outer Cover
PVC-U
For Use With:
3593,3594,3595

3595 
120º Fixed Angle Bay Reinforcement 
Aluminium
Covers:
Outer: 3037
Inner: 3038

3594 
135º Fixed Angle Bay Reinforcement 
Aluminium
Covers:
Outer: 3037
Inner: 3038

3593 
150º Fixed Angle Bay Reinforcement 
Aluminium
Covers:
Outer: 3037
Inner: 3038

3596 
Bay Reinforcement 
Structural Insert
Aluminium
For Use In:
3593, 3594, 3595

3588 
Inner Cover
PVC-U
For Use With: 3593,3594,3595

1504 
Bay Pole Cladding PVC-U
Suitable Reinforcements:
Aluminium: 03802, 2184

03802 
Bay Pole Reinforcement
Aluminium (2.7mm)
For Use In:
1504

2184 
Bay Pole Reinforcement
Aluminium (1.8mm)
For Use In:
1504

PO1597 
Socket Head Bolt
M8 x 25mm

G8505 
Hand Inserted Q-Lon seal

3038 
Inner Cover
PVC-U

3550 
70mm to Patio
Joint cover PVC-U

3038 
Inner Cover
PVC-U

3038 
Inner Cover
PVC-U

Indicates Foiled Faces

3820 
Featured Bay Corner Post PVC-U
Suitable Reinforcements:
Aluminium: 3813

1684 
Bay Corner Post Reinforcements:
Aluminium
For Use In: 3635 / 1682

1685S 
Bay Corner Post Reinforcements:
Steel
For Use In: 3635 / 1682

3912 
Structural Mullion
Steel

3909 
Structural Mullion
Aluminium

2117 
Structural Mullion
Aluminium

2118 
Structural Mullion 
Capping
Aluminium

3082 
65mm/70mm/Patio jointing Bar
Aluminium

3549 
70mm jointing Bar
Aluminium

3813 
Featured Box Reinforcement
Aluminium 57mm dia
For Use In: 3820/3794

Square Post Components

Structural Couplers

Bay Pole Components

Fixed Angle Bay components

Coupling Options
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With a dedicated in-house team, we are able to 
provide a comprehensive range of industry leading 
support to all Duraflex fabricators, installers and 
specifiers. The following elements provide an 
example of what we can offer:

‹  Accreditation and Standards

‹  BIM Models

‹  CAD drawings 

‹  Wallcharts (Standard and Bespoke)

‹  Certification

‹  CE Marking Information

‹  Product Design and Bespoke Development

‹  Site surveys

‹  Specifications

‹  WER and U-value Calculations

‹  In-house BFRC Approved Thermal Simulator

‹  Structural Calculations 

‹  Operation and Maintenance Guide

‹  Fabrication Manual

‹  Installation Guides.

Technical Support

The Duraflex Complete Guide

OUR EXTERNAL 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT

A dedicated team of mobile  
service engineers covering the UK 
and Ireland bring their expertise 
to suit your needs by providing 
personal on-site support to assist 
your company.

‹  Product fabrication training

‹  Factory layout advice

‹  New product training

‹  Machinery advice

‹  Customer changeover support

‹  Development calls.



Duraflex products are available as BIM objects 
to help construction professionals in planning, 
designing and costing their next projects. We 
offer a comprehensive BIM library for the 
Diamond Suite. You can view and download our 
BIM models quickly and easily at:
www.duraflex.co.uk/bim-centre

At Duraflex, we want it to be as easy and straightforward as possible 
to specify the Diamond Suite for your project, that’s why we are one 
of the first UK manufacturers to develop and provide a comprehensive 
collection of BIM objects, available to download for free. Our BIM 
library is being extended all the time, giving you access to 3D objects, 
packed with specification and performance data; delivering quicker 
and easier building design.

BIM Models

The Duraflex Complete Guide
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The Duraflex Complete Guide

Duraflex have been manufacturing window and door 
solutions for over 60 years, meticulously designed 
to meet the exacting needs of architects, specifiers, 
fabricators, installers and homeowners alike.

We’re proud of our heritage for product innovation, through careful research, 
design and development and are committed to an ongoing programme of 
continuous improvement, backed by financial investment, unrivalled technical 
support and in-house design expertise.

Recent innovations have seen the launch of the flush sash, revolutionary eZee bead, 
Georgian Bar collection, fully reversible window, as well as a dedicated aluminium and 
PVCu bi-fold system, ensuring that Duraflex customers can be confident that they’ll have 
a product portfolio that offers both performance and choice.

Product 
Innovation

60
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The Duraflex Complete Guide

Fear-free migration.  
A proven package 
for fast, seamless 
transition
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It’s easy to see why so many of the UK’s leading 
fabricators continue to choose Duraflex, a proven 
system, from a proven partner, with a product portfolio 
and support infrastructure designed to deliver. 

We appreciate that change is always a big decision, that’s why our dedicated 
changeover team support you every step of the way; from the first meeting to 
your first day of production, we’ll be at your side. 

Our seamless migration process minimises your downtime, reduces your 
involvement and ensures the transition is as seamless as it can be. We work in 
conjunction with all industry leading software providers; ensuring total peace 
of mind. We’ll project manage the whole process and provide ‘right first time’ 
production, technical, sales and marketing training for your staff, supporting your 
business and allowing you to sell more products quickly and professionally.

A Proven Partner – 
Changeover Support

The Duraflex Complete Guide
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